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PEOPLE DIED FOR THE RIGHT TO VOTE

Register! Vote!
I am:

☐ Republican

☐ Democrat

☑️ Awake
The U.S. is a democracy.
It's your choice!
Vote!

- Phillips
- Standard

If you don't vote, one of the above will be chosen for you.
While everyone's gaze is diverted...

Public Resources

Abortion
Gays
Non-corporate Drugs
Street Level Crimes
Sexy Movies
FIGHT TERRORISM IN AMERICA

- NO PLUTONIUM IN SPACE
- KEEP PESTICIDES OUT OF FOOD
- STOP ARBITRARY "JUSTICE"
- END THE 'WAR ON DRUGS'
- FORBID GENETIC ALTERATION OF CROPS
- OPPOSE FOR-PROFIT HEALTH-CARE
WHEN KIDS GET IN TROUBLE, GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS & CORPORATE MEDIA ASK...

IN JAIL FOR VICTIMLESS "CRIMES"

WORKING THREE JOBS JUST FOR FOOD AND RENT

LOOKING FOR JOBS TO REPLACE THOSE THAT MOVED OVERSEAS

IN HOSPITAL OR DEAD DUE TO WORK SAFETY VIOLATIONS

WHERE'S THE PARENTS?
JOIN, or DIE
Street Crime! Wherever we look all we see is Street Crime!

Corporate Crime

$200 billion a year

Corporate Broadcast System
I don't eat, breathe or sleep. I don't feel pain, fear, love or any emotion. I have no family nor can I become ill or die.

I am your ruler.

The Corporation
THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION DISCOVERS A THIRD TABLET OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

THOU SHALT NOT APPLY COMMANDMENTS TO ANY BUSINESS
THE TEN CORPORATE COMMANDMENTS

I. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

II. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

III. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

IV. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

V. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

VI. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

VII. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

VIII. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

IX. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.

X. Thou shalt put nothing before capital acquisition.
WE REFORMED THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

WE REFORMED FOREST AND MINING POLICIES

WE REFORMED HEALTHCARE AND FOOD SAFETY

AND NOW WE AIM TO REFORM SOCIAL SECURITY!
CLINTON/REPUBLICANS END "WELFARE AS WE KNOW IT"

THE END OF THE FOREST AS WE KNOW IT

THE END OF EDUCATION AS WE KNOW IT

THE END OF HEALTH PROTECTION AS WE KNOW IT

THE END OF INSECURITY AS WE KNOW IT
AH-HA! WE FOUND THE PROBLEM!

BIO INSURANCE

U.S. HEALTH SYSTEM
HEALTH CARE

HEALTH COVERAGE

THF PROFIT SYSTEM

FEES

CO-PAYMENT

BILLS

DRUG COSTS

EXCLUSIONS

LATE FEES

WAIVERS

DEDUCTIBLES

SERVICE CHARGES

PREMIUMS

MARK-UPS

JENIK
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN
We must gut these environmental laws! Rip them out! Ditch them! Eviscerate them! Trash 'em! Pulp them! Shred them! Dump them!

The Press: Clean Air Repealed
The News: Environmental Laws Relaxed
THE ZEN OF THE CAPITALOCRACY

HARM CHILDREN WITH PESTICIDES IN FOOD, DENIAL OF HEALTH CARE, IRAQ INVASION, UNDER-FUNDED SCHOOLS, UNSAFE DRUGS, DIOXINS, ETC.

SAVE CHILDREN FROM LIBERAL IDEAS, DIRTY PICTURES, ACCURATE SCIENCE, DIVERSITY, NON-CORPORATE DRUGS, ETC.
Climate Summit

What if it's a big hoax and we create a better world for nothing?

- Energy independence
- Preserve rainforests
- Sustainability
- Green jobs
- Livable cities
- Renewables
- Clean water, air
- Healthy children
- etc. etc.
I hear that humans are working on a cure for cancer and will no longer need to worry about cell-damaging industrial elements!
This program was brought to you with the generous support of Exxon, IBM, G.E., Ford, PepsiCo, DuPont, ADM, Met-Life and Dow Chemical. This is National Public Radio.

Keeping a Straight Face
WAR ON CIVIL RIGHTS
WAR ON INTERNATIONAL LAW
WAR ON PUBLIC SERVICES
WAR ON THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

I SAY WE JUST KEEP CALLING IT THE 'WAR ON TERROR'
We're afraid of teens! We're afraid of immigrants!
We're afraid of gays! We're afraid of the homeless!
We're afraid of liberals! We're afraid of political activists!
We're afraid of Osamab! We're afraid of minorities!
We're afraid of enviros! We're afraid of freedom!
We're afraid of Fidel! We're afraid of more.
We're afraid of the poor! We're afraid of more.
More cops! More troops!
More fences! More alarms!
More restrictions! More surveillance!
More laws! More weapons!

Home of the brave
Here's the plan. We put a few bombs here and there... they'll take drastic, rights-violating counter measures and we will have blown a gaping hole in their constitution!
SECURITY R. US

SAVING CLIENTS FROM IRAQIS, AFGHANIS, N. KOREANS AND CUBANS SINCE 2005

THIS WEEK! IRANAINS INCL. FREE!

THE PRIVATIZED MILITARY
Well, as long as you have your wealth.

Corporate Crime
Radiation
Highest Imprisonment Rate
Pollution
Toxic Waste
Death Penalty
Homeless
Forest Destruction
Sprawl
PESTICIDES
Public in Food
Health System
Jobless
LEVEL PLAYING FIELDS

BIG INSURANCE vs A PATIENT

CORP. CANDIDATE vs INDEPENDENT

CORPORATE LAWYERS vs A CONSUMER
THE FREE MARKET
If you don't think free enterprise is a good idea, just remember this:
Until the government got involved, these kids had jobs!
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS OUT OF PUBLIC GOVT!

STOP CORPORATE CRIME!

STOP CORPORATE RULE NOW!

SHUT DOWN THE CORPORATOROCRACY

ONCE AGAIN, PROTESTERS HAVE FAILED TO GET THEIR MESSAGE ACROSS!
SAVE U.S. FORESTS!
FUND OUR NATION'S LIBRARIES
BRING U.S. TROOPS HOME?
HEALTHCARE FOR ALL!
PROTECT OUR CONSTITUTION
IT'S AWFUL HOW THEY HATE AMERICA!
SAVE U.S. SCHOOLS
HOMES FOR OUR HOMELESS
A CONSERVATIVE

I support liberal trade laws, liberal corporate subsidies, liberal spending on police, prisons & weapons, liberal use of the death penalty, and liberal slots.

A LIBERAL

I support conservative energy use, conservative military spending, conservative use of chemicals, conservative development, and conserving wild lands.
"The general population doesn't know what's happening, and it doesn't even know that it doesn't know."